
SHORT TRANSFERS 
MADE SIMPLE
HANDYSHEET™ AND HANDYTUBE™ 
MANUAL TRANSFER AIDS.

Short transfers are often anything but simple. That’s why we  
designed the HandySheet and HandyTube manual transfer aids 
to help you reposition patients and apply slings safely—and with 
less strain.

 . Slide patients more easily with high-quality fabric that reduces friction  
between the patient and the underlying surface. . Reposition a wide range of patients - from normal weight to patients of  
size - as well as support prone positioning. . Expect long-term performance with fabric that holds up to repeated washing.



ORDERING INFORMATION

Part Number Description Size Quantity

3715015-10 HandySheet Short, without handles, size M 70 x 70 cm (28 x 28 in) Sold in sets of 10 pairs

3715017-10 HandySheet Short, without handles, size XL 120 x 85 cm (47 x 34 in) Sold in sets of 10 pairs

3716015-10 HandySheet Long, with handles, size M 90 x 185 cm (35 x 75 in) Sold in sets of 10 pairs

3716017-10 HandySheet Long, with handles, size XL 140 x 215 cm (55 x 85 in) Sold in sets of 10 pairs

3710015-10 HandyTube Short, without handles, Size M 70 x 90 cm (28 x 35 in) Sold in sets of 10 pcs

3711015-10 HandyTube Long, without handles, Size M 90 x 185 cm (35 x 73 in) Sold in sets of 10 pcs

3712015-10 HandyTube Wide, with handles, Size M 140x140 cm (55 x 55 in) Sold in sets of 10 pcs

For more information, please contact your local distributor or Hillrom sales representative.

hillrom.com

The HandyTube™ and the HandySheet™ are developed by Hill-Rom to facilitate patient transfers while in a prone position. They are manufactured from a low-
friction material that minimizes friction between the patient and the bedding. HandyTube and HandySheet are not intended for lifting or transferring patients 
from a lying to sitting position.
Class I
Manufacturer: Liko AB, Nedre vägen 100, 975 92 Luleå, Sweden

This device is a regulated health product which, pursuant to such regulation bears a CE mark. Hill-Rom recommends that you carefully read the detailed 
instructions for safe and proper use included in the documents accompanying the devices. The personnel of healthcare establishments are responsible for the 
proper use and maintenance of these devices.

Hill-Rom reserves the right to make changes without notice in design, specifications and models. The only warranty Hill-Rom makes is the express written 
warranty extended on the sale or rental of its products.
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HANDYSHEET™
The HandySheet is an excellent aid for  
applying a sling, especially on patients of 
size, pain-sensitive patients and patients with 
contractures. Designed for use in pairs, it 
comes in a two-sheet set and is available in  
two sizes: . Long versions have bed attachment loops so 

fewer caregivers are needed. . Short versions have small pockets to help 
you apply a sling in small spaces (e.g., 
narrow wheelchairs).

HANDYTUBE™
The HandyTube is a sliding sheet designed  
to help you move patients higher up in bed,  
turn them in bed or transfer them between beds.
  
It is available in short, long and wide models  
to meet a variety of repositioning needs.


